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Hide Armor
+1 Vanguard Spiked Chain
5 Shuriken
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SHADAR-KAI SCOUT / LEVEL 2/ UNALIGNED

“Once you hear me coming, it is too late”

Sirocco
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LANGUAGES

VISION

Common, Elven

Low light14

20

 +2

Skills
ACROBATICS +12
ARCANA +2
ATHLETICS +5
BLUFF +0
DIPLOMACY +0
DUNGENEERING +3
ENDURANCE +0
HEAL +3
HISTORY +2
INSIGHT +3
INTIMIDATE +0
NATURE +8
PERCEPTION +8
RELIGION +2
STEALTH +12
STREETWISE +0
THIEVERY +10

Passive Insight 13
Passive Perception 18

AC 19

FORT  13

REF 17

WILL 13

6
SPEED

+6
INIT



Melee Basic Attack Standard / Melee Weapon / At-Will

Spiked Chain; Reach 2; +12 vs. AC; 2d4 + 6 damage.

Dual Weapon Attack Free/ Melee Weapon / At-Will

Trigger: You hit with an Melee Basic Attack during your turn
Effect: Make the following attack
Reach 2; +12 vs AC; 2d4+6 damage
Special: You may only use this power once per turn

Aspect of the Charging Ram Minor/ Personal / At-Will
You assume the Aspect of the Charging Ram stance. 
Until the stance ends, you gain the following benefits:
*Your movement during a charge doesn't provoke opportunity attacks.
*If you hit with a charge attack, you can knock the target prone.
*You gain a +2 power bonus to the damage rolls of charge attacks.

 

Stalker's Mist Minor  / Burst 1 within 10 / Daily

Effect: The burst creates a zone that lasts until the end of 
the encounter. Squares in the zone are heavily obscured to 
your enemies.
Move Action: You move the zone up to 5 squares.

OTHER ABILITIES

Wilderness Knacks
Wilderness Tracker
During a short rest, you can make a Perception check 
to inspect the area around you. This area can be as large
 as 10 squares on a side. If your check succeeds, you 
determine the number and nature of the creatures that
 have moved through the area in the past 24 hours. 
You ascertain when and where they entered the area, 
as well as when and where they left.
Ambush Expert
Whenever you make a Stealth check, each ally within 
10 squares of you gains a +2 bonus to his or her next Stealth 
check before the end of your next turn.

Power Strike Free / Melee Weapon / Encounter

Trigger: You hit with a melee basic attack
Effect: The attack deals 2d4 extra damage

Vanguard Blade
You deal 1d8 extra damage 
on a successful charge attack

Shadow Jaunt Move  / Personal / Encounter

Effect: You teleport 3 squares and are insubstantial until the start
           of your next turn

Aspect of the Cunning Fox Minor/ Personal / At-Will
Effect: You assume a stance, the aspect of the cunning fox. 
Until the stance ends, you gain the following benefits.
*You take only half damage from attacks  made against you 
   during your turn.
* Whenever you hit or miss with a melee attack or a ranged attack on 
   your turn, you can take a free action to shift up to 2 squares.

Light Blade Expertise
You deal 1 extra damage to 
creatures you have combat 
advantage against



Character Play Tips Sirocco the Scout:Complexity: 2
●Sirocco is a striker, he is silent killer who can leap from the shadows and drag his enemies down with his 
chains.  Every round that he hits with his chain he follows it up with an attack from the other end. The 
reach of his chain lets him make all his attacks from two squares away from his target. He is highly mobile 
and can leap in and out of melee combat with ease.
●

●His primary damage ability is his Dual Weapon Attack. Once per round when he hits with a Melee Basic 
Attack on his turn he may use his Dual Weapon power to make a follow up attack. Once per encounter he 
can add a little more damage to his Melee Basic Attack by using his Power Attack ability. 
●

●He augments his fighting style by switching between his two Aspects. Aspect of the Charging Ram is his 
main offensive stance. When using it he can charge without worrying about provoking opportunity attacks 
and even knock the enemy prone and deal extra damage if he hits. When in this stance he will deal 
2d4+1d8+8 damage if he hits with the charge.  Since he uses a reach weapon he can end his charge one 
square away, making it easier for him to back up and charge again the next round. Aspect of the Cunning 
Fox is a mobility stance that is there to get him out of a tight situation. If he is surrounded this stance lets 
him shift 2 squares every time he makes an attack, giving him up to 4 squares of free movement in a 
round. Ideally letting him get away so he can line up a charge.
●

●  If things get too dangerous he can use his Shadow Jaunt power to teleport away and become 
insubstantial. While insubstantial he only takes half damage from attacks against him. He can also use 
Stalkers Mist to prevent enemies from seeing him or his allies. It doesn't block your or your  allies line of 
sight, only your enemies. Enemies who can't see him grant him combat advantage and he can even make 
a Stealth check against them to prevent them from even knowing where he is on the battlefield.
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